When Variable Re-binding Bleeds Antecedent-Contained Deletion
1. Overview. Ross (1967) discovered that a pronoun elided under VP-Ellipsis (VPE) may be resolved
with strict identity (1a) or sloppy identity (1b). This paper is concerned with the observation that sloppy
identity is more restricted in Antecedent-Contained Deletion (ACD) configurations (2) than in standard
VPE contexts. To my knowledge, this observation has not previously been discussed in the literature.
(1) Kim1 expects her1 kids to read the book and you2 also do ∆.
a. ! strict : ∆ = expect her1 kids to read the book
b. ! sloppy : ∆ = expect your2 kids to read the book
(2) Kim1 expects her1 kids to read the book that you2 also do ∆.
a. ! strict : ∆ = expect her1 kids to read the book
b. * sloppy : ∆ = expect your2 kids to read the book
I offer an analysis of (1) and (2) based on the insight from Takahashi & Fox (2005) that the variable rebinding responsible for sloppy anaphora extends the domain over which the LF-identity condition on ellipsis
must hold. The effect is that the Quantifier Raising (QR) operation that licenses ACD (e.g., Fiengo & May
1994, Fox 2002) cannot escape antecedent-containment. The remainder of the paper confirms some predictions of this analysis and uses sloppy interpretations of pronouns in ACD configurations as a diagnostic to
probe the constituency of ditransitive constructions.
2. Background. The analysis of sloppy anaphora comes from Sag (1976) and Williams (1977) and
interprets the elided constituent as a λ-expression. The strict reading emerges when the elided pronoun is
referential (3a). The sloppy reading results when the elided pronoun is a bound variable (3b).
(3) Kim expects her kids to read the book and you also do ∆.
a.
strict : ! ∆ "g = λx.x expect y’s kids to read the book
b.
sloppy : ! ∆ "g = λx.x expect x’s kids to read the book
I also adopt from Rooth (1992) the idea that an elided constituent (EC) must be properly contained within
some potentially larger domain over which the LF-identity condition on ellipsis must hold (parallelism
domain (PD)). Takahashi & Fox (2005) suggest further that a variable re-bound from outside the EC requires
extending the PD to include the binder. In order to ensure that LF-identity can be established, the antecedent
constituent (AC) must similarly be expanded to match the PD.
These mechanics, alongside a principle requiring deletion of the largest deletable constituent in the PD
(Merchant 2008), provide an account of the following contrast. On the strict interpretation of the elided
pronoun in (4), there are two possible PDs, each providing a different EC. On the sloppy interpretation in
(5), which involves re-binding of the elided pronoun, the only available PD is the one containing the binder
λ2 under Kim. Because the largest deletable constituent must be elided, (5b) is ruled out in favor of (5a).
(4) a. ! Sam1 [AC said I kissed him1 ] and Kim2 [PD did ⟨EC say I kissed him1 ⟩] too.
b. ! Sam1 said I [AC kissed him1 ] and Kim2 said I did [PD ⟨EC kiss him1 ⟩] too.
(5) a. ! Sam [AC λ1 said I kissed him1 ] and Kim [PD λ2 did ⟨EC say I kissed her2 ⟩] too.
b. * Sam [AC λ1 said I kissed him1 ] and Kim [PD λ2 said I did ⟨EC kiss her2 ⟩] too.
3. Bleeding ACD with Re-binding. In (6) is the LF representation for (2a). The matrix clause is on
top with the ACD host the book. . . in the locus of QR. On bottom is the relative clause domain containing
the EC. (For exposition I suppress subject traces here, but the base-position of the subject is relevant for the
formal analysis.) Because the elided pronoun is referential, the only bound variable in the EC is the trace of
the relative clause head book. I assert this variable is re-bound from an intermediate trace of book, which
also defines the PD. Because the AC does not contain the PD and the LFs are identical, ellipsis is licensed.
(6)

!

Kim DP [AC λ1 expects her7 kids to read x1 ]
the

book that you do book [PD ⟨EC λ1 expect her7 kids to read x1 ⟩]
1

In (7) is the LF representation for the unavailable sloppy interpretation in (2b). The elided pronoun
in the relative clause is rebound from outside the EC by you. The PD, then, must be extended to contain
the binder λ2 under you. Extending the AC to match this extended PD, however, results in the PD being
contained within the AC. Consequently, their LFs cannot be identical and ellipsis cannot be licensed.
(7)

* Kim [AC λ3 DP λ1 expects her3 kids to read x1 ]

the book that you [PD λ2 do book ⟨EC λ1 expect your2 kids to read x1 ⟩]
4. Feeding ACD with Additional Movement. This analysis relies on the book. . . being unable to
outscope the subject as in (8). If this were possible, and the higher copy of the relative clause head defined
the PD, it would incorrectly allow the PD to escape the extended AC and license ellipsis under LF-identity.
(8)

* DP [AC λ1 Kim λ3 expects her3 kids to read x1 ]

the book [PD λ1 that you λ2 do ⟨EC expect your2 kids to read x1 ⟩]
I argue that (8) is blocked by economy of scope considerations: QR does not cross the subject under
general circumstances (Fox 2000, Reinhart 2006). This predicts that ACD with a sloppy pronoun will
become available if the host of the ACD domain is provided a means to outscope the subject. I demonstrate
with (9) that a sloppy interpretation emerges once inverse scope between the ACD host (every building) and
both subjects (a guard, a spy) is licensed. The topicalization structure in (10) shows with overt movement
that a sloppy interpretation indeed becomes available when the ACD host is interpreted above the subject.
(9) A guard1 expects his1 kid to stand outside every building
that a spy2 does ⟨EC expect her2 kid to stand outside ⟩.
(10) [ The book that you2 WOULDN’T ⟨EC expect your2 kids to read ⟩ ]1 ,
Kim3 WOULD expect her3 kids to read e1 .
5. The Constituency of Ditransitives. This analysis also predicts that a sloppy pronoun will be available if the ACD host is generated above the subject. More accurately, I argue that it is by being generated
above the base-position of the subject that a sloppy interpretation becomes available. This is the configuration achieved when the ACD host is generated in an adjunct PP (11).
(11)
Tim3 washes his3 car on every day that you2 do ⟨EC wash your2 car on ⟩.
This is revealing for the contrast between the ditransitive structures below. In examples like (12) from
Fiengo & May (1994), sloppy pronouns emerge in the prepositional object of ditransitives. However, sloppy
pronouns disappear again in the second object of the double-object construction (13).
(12)
Tim3 sent his3 photo to everyone that you2 did ⟨EC send your2 photos to ⟩.
(13) * Tim3 sent his3 mother every photo that you2 did ⟨EC send your2 mother ⟩.
The sloppy pronoun in (12) is expected if the prepositional object is generated above the base position of
the subject, similar to adjunct PPs. If the direct object in (13) is generated lower than the base position of
the subject and the indirect object, the absence of a sloppy pronoun again follows from constraints on QR.
6. Conclusion. This analysis accounts for restrictions on sloppy readings of pronouns in ACD with
familiar restrictions on QR and it supports the conception of ellipsis licensing in Takahashi & Fox 2005.
Among the remaining issues is the fact that reflexives are not as restricted as pronouns with respect to
sloppy interpretations in ACD configurations. The observation of scope parallelism effects inside a relative
clause (9) requires an articulated view of relativization. It is also curious for economy considerations that
generating a sloppy interpretation does not on its own permit movement outside of an extended AC.
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